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This tutorial exercise demonstrates how to develop an Extension Operator Descriptor for a Write operator 

and the Record Special and Field Special settings in the Extension Object Schema Descriptor to enable the 

Write operator to explicity control the field order of the output records. This tutorial builds on the first 

tutorial exercise published on the Community site, “Schema from Type Tutorial Exercise,” and on the 

exercises in the online help for QlikView Expressor 3.9. Before attempting to complete this tutorial, you 

should have a working knowledge of the Extensions SDK and complete at least the first three tutorial 

exercises in the online help. You must also have worked through the Schema-from-Type tutorial. 

We begin by creating an Operator Descriptor and its related Datascript Modules. 

1. Create an Operator Descriptor 

1. Select Operator Descriptor > Write Operator Descriptor (Schema & Connection) from the 

Extension button on the Create tab of the Desktop ribbon bar. 

2. Name the Operator Descriptor in the New Write Operator Descriptor dialog box. 

For the purposes of this exercise, use the default name provided for the Descriptor: 

WriteOperatorDescriptor_SchemaConnection1. The Descriptor Editor opens after you 

finish the New Write Operator Descriptor dialog box. 

3. Provide a label for the operator that will be derived from the Descriptor. 

For this exercise, use the label: Hello World Write CSV.  

4. Enter a description for the operator. 

This description is used as tool tip for the operator when it is listed in the Operators panel in the 

Desktop. Enter: Writes data to a Comma-Separated-Value text file. 

5. Use the default version number 1. 

6. Click the Action icon next to the drop-down list labeled Template datascript module and select 

Create New Code Template. 

 

7. Name the code template in the New Datascript Module dialog box. 

Use the name: WriteCSVOperatorTemplate. We will add datascript code to this template in 

Section 3 below. 

8. Switch to the Properties tab and select the   button to add a property to the list. 

The new property is inserted in the list after the binding property. 
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9. Name the property “file_name” and fill in the remaining fields as in this illustration: 

 

Select CsvSchemaDescriptor from the drop-down list under Data Type for the schema 

property. 

This is the Object Schema Descriptor created in 3. Read Operator with Schema Exercise in the 

QlikView Expressor 3.9 online help and modified in the “Schema from Type Tutorial Exercise” 

posted on the QlikView Expressor Community site. 

When the Schema Descriptor is selected for the schema property, the Connection Descriptor 

associated with the Schema Descriptor is automatically filled in the Data Type field for the 

connection property. 

10. Select the Functions tab. 

11. Select the compile function in the list of functions. 

12. Select New Datascript Module from the Create Function in drop-down list above the list of 

functions. 

13. In the New Datascript Module dialog box, name the Datascript Module: WriteCSV_DSM.  

14. Select the validateOperator function. 

15. Select WriteCSV_DSM (Hello_World_Extension_Library) from Create Function in drop-down list. 

Since the WriteCSV_DSM Datascript Module was created in the previous step, it now exists as an 

option on the Create Function in drop-down list. A function for validateOperator is created 

in WriteCSV_DSM. 

16. Select the upgrade function. 

17. Select WriteCSV_DSM (Hello_World_Extension_Library) from Create Function in drop-down list. 

A function for upgrade is created in WriteCSV_DSM. 

18. Save the Descriptor. 

2. Write the ValidateOperator function 

1. Use the Go To Function button on the Function tab of the Operator Descriptor Editor to open 

the WriteCSV_DSM Datascript Module. 

2. Edit the ValidateOperator function. 

function ValidateOperator(mappingSet, propertyList, recordSpecial, 

query) 

   local messages={} 

   if (propertyList.file_name==nil or propertyList.file_name.value==nil
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      or propertyList.file_name=='') then 

      table.insert(messages, {type='Error', message='You need to  

specify a file for this operator'}) 

   end 

   return 1, messages 

3. Save the Datascript Module. 

3. Write the Operator Template functions 

1. Open the WriteCSVOperatorTemplate created above. 

2. Change the initialize function as follows: 

file=nil 

function initialize() 

  -- Perform any initialization necessary before the main write 

function loop. 

  local fileFullPath = _expCurrentOperatorParameters.Path ..'\\'.. _exp

CurrentOperatorParameters.file_name 

   file = io.open(fileFullPath, 'w') 

   if file == nil then  

       error('The specified file can not be opened for write') 

   end 

   --write a header 

   local csvHeader = '' 

   local isFirst = true 

   for i,v in pairs(mappingSet.fields) do  

      if isFirst then  

          csvHeader = i 

          isFirst = false 

      else 

        csvHeader = string.format('%s,%s', csvHeader, i) 

      end 

   end 

   csvHeader  = csvHeader .. '\n' 

   file:write(csvHeader) 

end; 

3. Change the write function as follows: 

function write(input) 

  if input ~= nil then  

    local isFirst = true 

    local csvDataRow = '' 

    for i,v in pairs(mappingSet.fields) do  

       local value = input[v.attrName] 

       if value == nil then value = '' end -- if value came nil, 

correct it to empty string for CSV file  

       if isFirst then  

           csvDataRow = value 

           isFirst = false 

       else 

           csvDataRow = string.format('%s,%s', csvDataRow, value) 

       end 

    end   

    csvDataRow = csvDataRow .. '\n' 

    file:write(csvDataRow) 

  end 

  -- NOTE: A nil return value indicates that the record was  

  -- successfully processed. 

  return nil; 

end; 
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4. Change the finalize function as follows: 

function finalize() 

  -- Perform any cleanup after the main write function loop. 

  if file ~= nil then  

    file:close() 

  end 

end; 

5. Save the WriteCSVOperatorTemplate. 

4. Test the Write Operator Descriptor 

To test the Write Operator Descriptor and its related Datascript Modules, we will create a dataflow 

that uses the Hello World Write CSV operator derived from the Descriptor. For data, we will use the 

data file created in earlier exercises—MyDataFile.csv. It contains the following records: 

Item,Cost,Sold,Profit  

Keyboard,10,16,6  

Monitor,80,120,40  

Mouse,5,7,2 

1. In Project1 in the Hello_World_Sample Workspace, right-click on the Dataflows folder and select 

New. 

Name the new Dataflow: WriteCSV_test. 

2. Drag a Read File operator onto the Dataflow pallete.  

3. Right-click on the Schemas folder in Project1 and select New>Delimited Schema>From Data 

Source using the MyDataFile.csv file as the source. 

Name the Schema: MyDataFileDelimitedSchema. 

4. Configure the Read File 1 in the Properties panel as follows: 

Connection: Choose the FileConnection1 Connection created in an earlier exercise. The 

MyDataFile.csv file must be in the directory pointed to by FileConnection1. 

Schema: Choose the Schema created in the previous step. 

Type: Leave the default type, CompositeType1 

Mapping: Leave the default, MappingSet1 

File name: Enter MyDataFile.csv. 

Quotes: Leave the default: Does not have quotes. 

Skip rows: Enter 1 because the first row in MyDataFile.csv is a header row. 

Error handling: Leave the default: Abort Dataflow. 

Show errors cannot be changed. 

5. Drag a Hello World Write CSV operator onto the Dataflow pallete and connect it to the Read File 

operator. 

6. Click the Action icon next to the Schema drop-down list in the Hello World Write CSV operator 

Properties panel and select New CSV File Schema from Upstream Output. 

The New CSV File Schema from Upstream Output dialog box shows the fields that will be created 
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for the new Schema. They are the same as the Delimited Schema created above. 

 

7. Complete the remaining properties for the Hello World Write CSV operator as follows: 

Connection: Choose the FileConnection1 Connection used above for the Read File operator. 

Type: Leave the default type: CompositeType1 

Mapping: Leave the default: MappingSet1 

File name: Enter WriteCSV_test_output.csv. 

Error handling: Leave the default: Abort Dataflow. 

Show errors and Partition count cannot be changed. 

8. Save the Dataflow. 

9. Select the Start button on the Dataflow Build tab of the Desktop ribbon bar. 

If the Dataflow does not run successfully, review the error messages for indications of where the 

errors occur. Check your work in the previous steps, especially in the Datascript Modules. 

10. If the Dataflow completes successfully, open the newly created file, 

WriteCSV_test_output.csv. 

It is quite possible that the output accurately reflects the input but the record fields are not in the 

same order. For example: 

Cost,Profit,Item,Sold 

10,6 ,Keyboard,16 

80,40 ,Monitor,120 

5,2,Mouse,7 

This happens because the order of fields in the input Schema is a visual representation only. It 

does not necessarily indicate that the fields will be written in that order. When writing to a 

database, order doesn’t matter, but when writing to a text file, you might want to control the 

order in which the fields are entered. That is the subject of the exercise in the next section. 

5. Add special values to the Schema Descriptor 
The QlikView Expressor Extension SDK provides for record and field values that store special metadata, 

and among other things, those values can be used to store information about the order of fields in a 

Schema and how fields are ordered in output. 
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The fieldSpecial property stores metadata defined at the time the GetFieldList function is called. 

The fieldSpecial property can store any data-source-specific metadata that you want to pass 

functions that use the mappingSet table. In this exercise, we will store the original position of fields in the 

CSV file used to construct a Schema.  

The recordSpecial property stores metadata that applies to the entire Schema, not just individual 

fields. In this exercise, recordSpecial will store metadata that indicates whether the Schema was 

created from a file or from a Composite Type. 

Both fieldSpecial and recordSpecial must be Lua tables, though the table can have any structure. 

For example, fieldSpecial = 10 is not a valid data structure for the property. A valid structure is: 

fieldSpecial = {originalPosition = 10}  

Now, let’s set values for fieldSpecial and recordSpecial in the Schema Descriptor. 

1. Open the Schema Descriptor named “CsvSchemaDescriptor.” 

This is the Object Schema Descriptor created in 3. Read Operator with Schema Exercise in the 

QlikView Expressor 3.9 online help. 

2. Select the Schema Editing tab. 

3. Change the Reorder fields setting to “Allow.” 

4. Save the Schema Descriptor. 

5. Use the Go To Function button on the Function tab of the Descriptor Editor to open the 

CsvReadMetadata_DSM Datascript Module. 

6. Modify the GetFieldList function by adding fieldSpecial and recordSpecial values as 

follows (changes in bold red): 

function GetFieldList(session, objectNames, schemaImportOptions, contex

t, constructionMetadata) 

  local schemas = {} 

  local discoveredFields = {} 

  local fullFileName = session.fullFileName 

  local file = io.open(fullFileName, 'r') 

  if file ~= nil then 

    --read the first line with a header 

    local headerLine = file:read() 

    if headerLine ~= nil then 

      --split the record by comma 

      headerColumns = Common.Utilities.Split(headerLine, ',') 

      for i, v in ipairs(headerColumns) do 

        table.insert(discoveredFields, 

          { 

           name = Common.Utilities.trim(v), 

           dataTypeName = 'CSV_STRING', 

           size = 0, 

           allownulls = false, 

           customizable = false, 

           fieldSpecial = {originalPosition=i} 

          } 

          ) 

      end 

      --create a single schema 

      local csvSchema = { 

        sourceName = session.fullFileName, 

        customizable = false, 

        recordSpecial = {createdFromFile=true}, 

        fields = discoveredFields 
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       } 

       --add schema to schema set 

       table.insert(schemas, csvSchema) 

       --close file 

       file:close() 

       --return success code and schemas set 

       return 0, schemas 

     else 

       return 2, "Error reading CSV header from the CSV file." 

     end 

  else 

    return 1, "Error: the selected file cannot be opened." 

  end 

end 

6. Modify the Operator Descriptor to handle the special 

fields 

Now that there are fieldSpecial and recordSpecial values in the Schema Descriptor, the Write 

Operator Descriptor and its Operator Template DSM must be modified to process the special metadata 

values. 

1. Open the WriteOperatorDescriptor_SchemaConnection1 Descriptor created above. 

2. Select the Properties tab and select the   button to add a property to the list. 

The new property is inserted in the list after the file_name property. 

3. Name the property “field_order” and fill in the remaining fields as in this illustration: 

 

For the Multi Values field, select the icon the right side of the entry field to open the Manage 

Multi-values dialog box. Add two values: 

Value   Display Name 

original   Original from CSV file 

user_defined  Defined in Schema Editor 

4. Save the Operator Descriptor. 

5. Open the WriteCSVOperatorTemplate created above. 

6. Change the initialize function as follows (code changes in bold red): 
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file=nil 

sortedFields={} 

function initialize() 

  -- Perform any initialization necessary before the main write 

function loop. 

  -- since mappingSet.fields connection is not an array, make an array 

from it.  

   for i,v in pairs(mappingSet.fields) do  

       sortedFields[#sortedFields+1] = v 

       sortedFields[#sortedFields].Name = i  -- index was a Name, so 

save in the “Name” property 

   end 

   -- use the sorted sortedFields table in the write function with 

ipairs to iterator over mappingSet.fields collection.  

   --this will define an order for how fields will written to the CSV 

file.  

   if _expCurrentOperatorParameters["field_order"] == 'original' then  

      --using the original position of a field from the value saved in 

the fieldSpecial table during Schema creation.  

       table.sort(sortedFields, function(f1,f2) return f1.fieldSpecial.

originalPosition < f2.fieldSpecial.originalPosition end) 

   elseif _expCurrentOperatorParameters["field_order"] == 'user_defined

' then  

      --using the position defined by the user in the Schema Editor.  

       table.sort(sortedFields, function(f1,f2) return f1.position < f2

.position end)   

   else 

       error('Incorrect parameter value: field order') 

   end 

  local fileFullPath = _expCurrentOperatorParameters.Path ..'\\'.. _exp

CurrentOperatorParameters.file_name 

   file = io.open(fileFullPath, 'w') 

   if file == nil then  

       error('The specified file can not be opened for write') 

   end 

   --write a header 

   local csvHeader = '' 

   local isFirst = true 

   --for i,v in pairs(mappingSet.fields) do  

   for i,v in pairs(sortedFields) do  

      if isFirst then  

          csvHeader = v.Name –- Pre-saved Name property 

          isFirst = false 

      else 

        csvHeader = string.format('%s,%s', csvHeader, v.Name) --pre-

saved Name property 

      end 

   end 

   csvHeader  = csvHeader .. '\n' 

   file:write(csvHeader) 

end; 

7. Change the write function as follows (code changes in bold red): 

function write(input) 

  -- Provide the main write loop to “write” output data  

  -- or otherwise indicate operator status. 

 

  -- NOTE: A nil return value indicates that the record was  

  -- successfully processed. 

  if input ~= nil then  

    local isFirst = true 
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    local csvDataRow = '' 

    for i,v in pairs(sortedFields) do  

       local value = input[v.attrName] 

       if value == nil then value = ''  

       end  

       -- if value came nil, correct it to empty string for CSV file  

       if isFirst then  

           csvDataRow = value 

           isFirst = false 

       else 

           csvDataRow = string.format('%s,%s', csvDataRow, value) 

       end 

    end   

    csvDataRow = csvDataRow .. '\n' 

    file:write(csvDataRow) 

  end 

The initialize function creates a separate table named “sortedFields” to store sorted field because the 

mappingSet.fields table is not a Lua array. Only an array can be sorted. 

When the Field order property on the Hello World Write CSV operator is set to Defined in Schema 

Editor, the initialize function sorts the new fields array by the field.position value. The 

field.position is a standard property for every Schema field that is used to represent the field’s 

position in the Schema Editor. When a user changes the field order by moving fields up or down in the 

Schema Editor, the new position is recorded in field.position. 

When the Field order property on the Hello World Write CSV operator is set to Original from CSV file, 

the initialize function sorts the fields array using the custom property originalPosition. The 

value for originalPosition is set by the GetFieldList function when Schema was constructed, and 

it is available at runtime from mappingSet.fields.fieldSpecial. 

7. Test the special field and record settings 

1. In Project1 in the Hello_World_Sample Workspace, right-click on the Dataflows folder and select 

New. 

Name the new Dataflow: WriteCSV_Special. 

2. Drag a Read File operator onto the Dataflow pallete.  

3. Configure the Read File 1 in the Properties panel as follows: 

Connection: Choose the FileConnection1 Connection created in an earlier exercise. The 

MyDataFile.csv file must be in the directory pointed to by FileConnection1. 

Schema: Choose the Schema created above: MyDataFileDelimitedSchema. 

Type: Leave the default type, CompositeType1 

Mapping: Leave the default, MappingSet1 

File name: Enter MyDataFile.csv. 

Quotes: Leave the default: Does not have quotes. 

Skip rows: Enter 1 because the first row in MyDataFile.csv is a header row. 

Error handling: Leave the default: Abort Dataflow. 

4. Drag a Hello World Write CSV operator onto the Dataflow pallete and connect it to the Read File 

operator. 

5. Right-click on the Schemas folder in Project1 and select New>CVS File Schema>From Data 

Source using the MyDataFile.csv file as the source. 
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Name the Schema: CSVFileSchema_Special. 

When the new Schema opens, it displays the order of fields as they are in MyDataFile.csv.   

Item 

Cost 

Sold 

Profit 

6. Configure the Hello World Write CSV 1 operator in the Properties panel as follows: 

Connection: Choose the FileConnection1 Connection created in an earlier exercise.  

Schema: Choose the Schema created in the previous step: CSVFileSchema_Special. 

Type: Leave the default type, CompositeType1 

Mapping: Leave the default, MappingSet1 

File name: Enter RecordSpecialOutput.csv. 

Field order: Leave the default: Original from CSV file. 

Error handling: Leave the default: Abort Dataflow. 

Show errors and Partition count cannot be changed. 

7. Save the Dataflow. 

8. Select the Start button on the Dataflow Build tab of the Desktop ribbon bar. 

If the Dataflow does not run successfully, review the error messages for indications of where the 

errors occur. Check your work in the previous steps, especially in the Datascript Modules. 

9. If the Dataflow completes successfully, open the newly created file, 

RecordSpecialOutput.csv. 

The output format should be the same as the format in MyDataFile.csv because the Schema 

now uses recordSpecial and fieldSpecial to record the original position of the data when 

it was read from the data source: 

Item,Cost,Sold,Profit 

Keyboard,10,16,6  

Monitor,80,120,40  

Mouse,5,7,2  

Next, we will change the order of the fields in the Schema and test whether or not the output 

reflects that change. 

8. Test the special field and record settings with reordered 

fields 

1. Open the CSVFileSchema_Special Schema created above. 

2. Move the Schema field “Profit” up two places, directly under “Item.” 

3. Save the changes to the Schema. 

4. Open the WriteCSV_Special Dataflow. 

5. Change the File name and Field order properties on the Hello World Write CSV 1 operator: 

File name: Enter RecordSpecial_ReorderedOutput.csv. 

Field order: Change to: Defined in Schema Editor. 

6. Save the Dataflow. 
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7. Select the Start button to rerun the Dataflow. 

If the Dataflow completes successfully, open the newly created file, 

RecordSpecial_ReorderedOutput.csv. 

The output format should reflect the change made to the position of the “Profit” field. 

Item,Profit,Cost,Sold 

Keyboard,6 ,10,16 

Monitor,40 ,80,120  

Mouse,2,5,7 

 

 

 

 


